SSTAR Consumer Book Award

The winner of the 2019 SSTAR Consumer Book Award is

*Becoming Cliterate. Why Orgasm Equality Matters and How to Get It*
By Laurie Mintz, PhD

The winner of the 2017 SSTAR Consumer Book Award is

*Come As You Are: The Surprising New Science That Will Transform Your Sex Life*
By Emily Nagoski, PhD

The winner of the 2015 SSTAR Consumer Book Award is

*Prostate Cancer and the Man You Love – Supporting and Caring for Your Partner*
By Anne Katz, PhD, RN

The winner of the 2013 SSTAR Consumer Book Award is

*Sex Matters for Women – A Complete Guide to Taking Care of Your Sexual Self – Second Edition*
by Sallie Foley, Sally A. Kope and Dennis P. Sugrue
The winner of the 2011 SSTAR Consumer Book Award is

_Sex At Dawn: The Prehistoric Origins of Modern Sexuality_
by Christopher Ryan and Cacilda Jetha

The winner of the 2009 SSTAR Consumer Book Award is

_Mating in Captivity: Reconciling the Erotic and the Domestic_
by Esther Perel
(HarperCollins Publishers, 2006)

The winner of the 2007 SSTAR Consumer Book Award was

_Coping with Erectile Dysfunction: How to Regain Confidence and Enjoy Great Sex_
by Michael E. Metz and Barry W. McCarthy

The winner of the 2006 SSTAR Consumer Book Award was

_Reclaiming Your Sexual Self: How to Bring Desire Back Into Your Life_
by Kathryn Hall Ph.D.
(John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 2004)